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SUMMARY 22 

A number of EU Member States (MSs) requested guidance on how to carry out environmental risk 23 

assessment of Plant Protection Products (PPPs) emitted from protected crops in response to EFSA‟s 24 

consultation of Member States. EFSA was asked by the Commission  to prepare a Guidance of EFSA 25 

on clustering and ranking of emissions of PPPs and transformation products of these active substances 26 

from protected crops (greenhouses and crops grown under cover) to relevant environmental 27 

compartments. This guidance also addresses elements that should be considered in deriving exposure 28 

scenarios to be used in risk assessment, for both soil-bound and soil-less production systems in 29 

greenhouses following the Panel‟s recommendations (EFSA, 2012). 30 

Receptor soil 31 

For all structures that can be considered non-permanent, risk assessment for the soil compartment 32 

should be performed using the approaches for open field.  For permanent structures a risk assessment 33 

is only necessary for persistent substances (DegT90>1 year from Uniform principles (Regulation (EU 34 

no 546/2011)). 35 

Receptor groundwater 36 

Leaching to groundwater from protected crop systems may occur, depending on environmental 37 

conditions, the construction technology of the system and the substance properties. For all protection 38 

structures mentioned in table 1, except walk-in tunnels and greenhouses, it is proposed to use current 39 

open field approaches for exposure of groundwater. For walk-in tunnels and greenhouses example 40 

scenarios are given. 41 

Receptor air 42 

For all protection structures mentioned in table 1 it is proposed to use the current approaches 43 

according to FOCUS Air (SANCO/10553/2006 Rev 2 June 2008).  44 

Receptor surface water 45 

For all structures mentioned in table 1, except walk-in tunnels, closed buildings and greenhouses, the 46 

same approach as for open field should be used as the situation is similar to the open field. For walk-in 47 

tunnels it is proposed that the FOCUS surface water drainage scenarios be used. For greenhouses 48 

drainage example scenarios are presented in this guidance. 49 

The full listing of the example scenarios can be found on EFSA website after the finalisation of the 50 

guidance. 51 

It is recommended to develop representative exposure scenarios for greenhouses and walk-in tunnels 52 

with regard to groundwater and surface water and the example scenarios are replaced by these. 53 

 54 

 55 

 56 

 57 

 58 
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BACKGROUND AS PROVIDED BY EFSA 105 

During a general consultation of Member States, through the Standing Committee on the Food Chain 106 

and Animal Health, on needs for updating existing Guidance Documents and developing new ones, a 107 

number of EU Member States (MSs) requested environmental fate and behaviour guidance on how to 108 

carry out environmental risk assessment of PPPs emitted from protected crops, 109 

Based on the Member State responses and the Opinions prepared by the PPR Panel (EFSA 2010 and 110 

2012) the Commission tasked EFSA to prepare a Guidance of EFSA on clustering and ranking of 111 

emissions of PPPs and transformation products of these active substances from protected crops 112 

(greenhouses and crops grown under cover) to relevant environmental compartments in letter of 31 113 

July 2012. EFSA accepted this task in response to the Commission in letter dated 9 October 2012. The 114 

Commission requests this scientific and technical assistance from EFSA according to Article 31 of 115 

Regulation (EC) no 178/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council. 116 

Following public consultations on the Opinion (EFSA, 2012), Member States and other stakeholders 117 

requested “an easy to use Guidance Document” to facilitate the use of the proposed guidance and 118 

methodology for the evaluation of PPPs according to Regulation (EC) No 1107/2009. 119 

Once this Guidance Document is delivered, the Commission will initiate the process for the formal use 120 

of the Guidance Documents within an appropriate time frame for applicants and evaluators.  121 

 122 

TERMS OF REFERENCE AS PROVIDED BY THE COMMISSION 123 

EFSA, and in particular the Pesticides Unit, is asked by the Commission (DG SANCO) to draft an 124 

EFSA Guidance Documents as mentioned below:  125 

1) EFSA Guidance Document on clustering and ranking of emissions of active substances of 126 

PPPs and transformation products of these active substances from protected crops 127 

(greenhouses and crops grown under cover) to relevant environmental compartments. 128 

The EFSA Guidance Documents should respect the science proposed and methodology developed in 129 

the two adopted PPR opinions mentioned in this document (EFSA 2010, EFSA 2012). 130 

EFSA is requested to organise public consultations on the draft Guidance Documents, to ensure the 131 

full involvement of Member States and other stakeholders. To support the use of the new guidance, 132 

EFSA is requested to organise training of Member State experts, applicants and other relevant 133 

stakeholders. 134 

 135 

CONTEXT OF THE SCIENTIFIC OUTPUT 136 

To address the Terms of References as provided by the Commission. 137 

138 
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ASSESSMENT 139 

1. Introduction 140 

This guidance is intended for the risk assessment of plant protection products (PPPs) active substances 141 

and their transformation products (metabolites). Guidance is provided for when the same methodology 142 

as for open field can be used and be considered representative or conservative, and when special, 143 

approaches are more appropriate. Outlined in the table below is a summary of the structures and the 144 

proposed approaches that are further discussed in chapter 3.  145 

Table 1:  Summary of structures and proposed approaches for exposure assessment 146 

Structure/System Groundwater Surface water Soil Air 

Low net shelter FOCUS all 9* FOCUS all* FOCUS* FOCUSAIR* 

Low plastic shelter FOCUS all 9 FOCUS all FOCUS FOCUSAIR 

Low net tunnel FOCUS all 9 FOCUS all FOCUS FOCUSAIR 

Low plastic tunnel FOCUS all 9 FOCUS all FOCUS FOCUSAIR 

High net shelter FOCUS all 9 FOCUS all FOCUS FOCUSAIR 

High plastic shelter FOCUS all 9 FOCUS all FOCUS FOCUSAIR 

Shade house FOCUS all 9 FOCUS all FOCUS FOCUSAIR 

Closed building Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant FOCUSAIR 

Walk-in tunnel Example leaching 

scenario concerning a 

soil-bound tomato 

crop in Italy * 

FOCUS D* FOCUS FOCUSAIR 

 Greenhouse 

 

Example leaching scenario (GW) concerning a soil-bound tomato crop 

in Italy * 

Example drainage scenario (SW) concerning a soil-bound 

chrysanthemum crop in the Netherlands 

Example scenario (SW) concerning a soilless cultivation in the 

Netherlands. 

For the receptor soil: assessment only for persistent substances  

FOCUSAIR 

*For further details on these abbreviations and meanings, please see chapter 3 and 4. 147 

In EU regulation, protected crop systems (e.g. greenhouses and cultivations grown under cover) are 148 

considered as systems which prevent emission of PPPs after application. In article 3 point 27 of the 149 

mentioned EU regulation the following definition is given: 150 
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A ‘greenhouse’ means a walk-in, static, closed place of crops production with a usually translucent 151 

outer shell, which allows controlled exchange of material and energy with the surroundings and 152 

prevents release of plant protection products (PPPs) into the environment. 153 

For the purpose of this Regulation, closed places of plant production where the outer shell is not 154 

translucent (for example for production of mushrooms or witloof) are also considered as greenhouses. 155 

Nevertheless, there are indications from research reports and other literature (see, for example, 156 

Teunissen 2005) that emissions occur also in systems commonly recognised as “greenhouses”. These 157 

systems do not fulfil the condition of preventing the release of PPPs into the environment and 158 

therefore do not fall under what would be defined as a “greenhouse“ according to the definition of the 159 

Regulation (EC) 1107/2009. Therefore, it is necessary to clarify under which scenarios the different 160 

protected crops fall under the definition of greenhouse according to EU regulation and, consequently, 161 

under the provisions for mutual recognition foreseen in Art. 40(c) of that regulation. To this aim, and 162 

following the request of MSs to update guidance on how to carry out environmental risk assessment of 163 

PPPs emitted from protected crops, the Commission asked EFSA to develop a Guidance Document on 164 

clustering and ranking of emissions of active substances of PPPs and transformation products of these 165 

active substances from protected crops (greenhouses and crops grown under cover) to relevant 166 

environmental compartments. 167 

For the development of the EFSA Guidance Document the Commission asked EFSA to respect the 168 

science proposed and methodology developed in the two adopted PPR opinions on emissions from 169 

protected crops (EFSA 2010, EFSA 2012). 170 

In the first opinion (EFSA 2010), a survey of the covered crop systems was given and a classification 171 

system for structures was developed according to six major groups: low (mini) tunnels, plastic 172 

shelters, net shelters, shade houses, walk-in tunnels and greenhouses (low- and high tech types). Also 173 

the emission routes and the major receptors were defined in relation to the structure of the cover, the 174 

pesticide application method and the soil/soil-less growing system. This classification system is 175 

considered useful in describing the huge variability of the sector and is used throughout this Opinion 176 

as well. 177 

The second opinion (EFSA 2012) addressed potential emission routes, their relevance to 178 

environmental receptors and their ranking. More specifically, the aim of the Opinion was to identify 179 

those situations for which scenario development was useful and/or necessary and to prioritise them. 180 

The approach was according to two aspects: 1) emission, and 2) spatial distribution. With regard to the 181 

emission aspect, estimations of emissions from selected covered crop systems to environmental 182 

receptors were compared to emissions from open field applications. With regard to the spatial 183 

distribution aspect, the distribution of covered cropping systems was compared to that of open field 184 

cropping systems as far as driving forces for emissions are concerned. In addition, the Opinion 185 

identified models that can be used for calculating emissions from covered crops and major aspects to 186 

be considered when actually developing scenarios. 187 

In the second opinion (EFSA 2012), only emissions of PPPs applied to crops grown under cover were 188 

discussed. Exposure assessment in the environmental receptors as well as the ecological effect 189 

assessment were not addressed. In the Panel‟s earlier opinion on this subject (EFSA 2010), it was 190 

recognised that emissions from covered cropping systems might occur due to removal of crop 191 

remnants, harvested products, substrates and plastic materials. The PPR Panel did not consider these 192 

emissions in this Opinion because most Member States have dedicated regulations on these aspects, 193 

not related to Regulation 1107/2009. Assessment with regard to consumers, occupational and 194 

residential exposure was explicitly excluded from Opinion as this was not in the mandate. 195 

Plant protection products (PPPs) of biological nature 196 

The guidance in this document mainly concerns chemical PPPs, i.e. active substances and their 197 

metabolites. Microbial PPPs (any microbiological entity, including lower fungi and viruses, cellular or 198 
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non-cellular, capable of replication or of transferring genetic material) are also subject to this 199 

Guidance. However, models used in the environmental risk assessment proposed for use in this 200 

Guidance are not always capable of, nor meant for, predicting fate and behaviour of such products in 201 

the environment (e.g. these methods do not consider the potential growth of microorganisms and 202 

therefore it cannot be guaranteed that they provide a realistic worst case exposure assessment when 203 

applied to them). For other active substances of biological nature like e.g. plant extracts or food or 204 

feed additives, this guidance applies in principle taking into account however, the respective 205 

approaches for these types of active substances as defined in other guidance. 206 

Where approved methods for risk assessment of PPPs of biological nature exist for open field 207 

applications and this Guidance indicates that open field methodology can be used for a specific 208 

application to a covered crop, then that method may be used for the specific application as well. For 209 

the time being, the use of tools available for chemicals to estimate environmental exposure to 210 

microorganisms should be considered on a case by case basis. In such cases, sufficient justification 211 

should be provided to demonstrate that a realistic worst case exposure has been assessed. In cases 212 

where only low confidence can be placed on such exposure assessment, applicants should consider 213 

providing additional experimental data that allow exposure to the microorganisms to be addressed. 214 

These additional data should be derived from studies performed under realistic worst case conditions 215 

representative of the proposed agricultural/horticultural practices proposed for the plant protection 216 

product containing the microorganism.  217 

  218 
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2. Details on structures 219 

Various kinds of structures are currently used for protecting crops, including soil mulching with 220 

plastic or organic (e.g. straw) material or direct crop cover with non-woven fabric. A technical 221 

classification is proposed for protected crop systems by taking into consideration the nature of the 222 

emission routes for PPPs (EFSA 2010). The classification considers the structure (frame and covering) 223 

as well as the growing system, in particular the possibility to grow plants in media other than soil 224 

(soilless culture) and to recycle drainage water (from both soil-bound and soilless culture) in what are 225 

named “closed-loop systems”. Protection structures may be categorized also considering the 226 

accessibility for the workers (i.e. low, inaccessible tunnels or accessible structures such as large 227 

tunnels and greenhouses) and whether they are permanent or temporary. The permeability of the 228 

covering material is another relevant criterion in regard to PPP emissions.  229 

Based on these criteria, many kinds of protection structures can be identified (Figure 1); however, the 230 

main categories considered in this Guidance Document are low plastic tunnels, (high) plastic shelters 231 

or shade houses, walk-in tunnels and greenhouses (Table 2). 232 

 233 

Figure 1: Main categories of protection structures (from EFSA 2010). Small structures are not accessible to the 234 
workers, and are generally temporary. Walk-in structures are large enough to work in the structure and may be 235 
closed at all sides with water-proof screens. Small structures and closed buildings with a non-translucent outer 236 
shell which are not explicitly addressed in this Guidance are shown in grey. The main structures focused on in 237 
this Guidance are shown in black. 238 
 239 

Table 2:  Classification criteria and main categories of protection structures 240 

 241 
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2.1. Low (mini) tunnel 242 

This is a simple plastic cover generally associated with mulching. It is a temporary cover, in that it is 243 

removed some weeks well before the harvest.  244 

  245 

Figure 2: Examples of low tunnels (photos: Alberto Pardossi) 246 

 247 

2.2. Plastic Shelter 248 

A plastic shelter is generally used for fruit crops, such as table grape and strawberries, in order to 249 

protect them against cold or rain and to extend the harvest period. In some cases, the cover is 250 

discontinuous, that is the shelter is placed only above the crop row. 251 

  252 

 Figure 3: Plastic shelters used for table grape (left) or soilless-grown strawberry (right) in Italy (photos: Alberto 253 
Pardossi) 254 

 255 

2.3. Net shelter and Shade house 256 

A net shelter is used to protect vegetable or ornamental crops from excessive heat and/or light, wind, 257 

insects and birds; it may have the shape of a tunnel or small greenhouse, the only difference consisting 258 

of a permeable cover fabric. A shade house is a shading net in the shape of a tunnel or small 259 

greenhouse; it is generally used for ornamental crops. 260 
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 261 

Figure 4: Shade house for pot ornamentals in Italy (photo: Alberto Pardossi) 262 

 263 

2.4. Walk-in tunnel 264 

A Walk-in tunnel is an unheated structure used for growing plants. It usually consists of a single layer 265 

of plastic supported by plastic or metal arches or hoops. These structures are large enough to walk and 266 

work inside, and generally they are temporary, in that they or their coverings are generally removed at 267 

the end of cultivation.  268 

 269 

Figure 5:  Walk-in tunnels for soil cultivation of strawberry (photo: Alberto Pardossi) 270 

 271 

2.5. Greenhouse 272 

A greenhouse is described as a walk-in, static, closed place for crop production with a translucent 273 

outer shell in Regulation (EC) 1107/2009. Greenhouses can be classified according to the geometry 274 

(e.g. single span or multi-span) and the material used for the frame (wood, aluminium, steel, or a 275 

combination of them) and the shell (plastic, both rigid pans and films; glass). These structures range in 276 

size from small sheds to very large buildings. For example, newly built glasshouses in the Netherlands 277 

may have a cultivation area of up to 10 ha, with an average height of 8 m.  278 

Following Pardossi et al. (2004), both low- and high technology greenhouses can be identified. Low-279 

technology greenhouses have a very simple structure, with plastic covering and poor climate control; 280 

very often, they lack a heating system. Vegetables and low-value cut flowers are grown under this 281 

kind of shelter. 282 
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  283 

Figure 6: Examples of low-tech plastic greenhouse: the traditional low-cost „parral‟ (left), which is widely used 284 

in the Southern Spanish region of Almeria, and the more innovative pre-fabricated arch-shaped multi-tunnel 285 

(photos: Alberto Pardossi) 286 

 287 

High technology greenhouses have a metal structure, are covered by plastic (also rigid pans) or glass 288 

(obviously, the term „glasshouse‟ refers to this kind of structure) and have an automatic climate 289 

control, which may include root zone heating, forced ventilation, evaporative cooling, light 290 

conditioning (shading and/or artificial lighting) and carbon dioxide enrichment. Soilless growing 291 

systems are often installed to maximise space-use efficiency and minimise hand labour. They are 292 

generally employed for high-value crops, such as out-of-season vegetables, cut flowers (e.g. roses), 293 

pot ornamentals and propagation materials (seedlings, cuttings, ex vitro plantlets, etc.). 294 

  295 

Figure 7: Examples of high-tech glasshouse in Italy (left) and in the Netherlands (right) (photos: Alberto 296 

Pardossi) 297 

  298 
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3. Receptors  299 

3.1. Conclusion for receptor section 300 

The risk assessment proposed in this section includes and concerns both the active substance as well as 301 

all, for risk assessment purposes, relevant metabolites in PPPs. With regards to  microbial plant 302 

protection products (e.g. micro-organisms, viruses and fungi, please see section 1 for further details. 303 

Spatial distributions of open structures are considered to be evenly distributed (have no bias) within 304 

climatic zones with respect to both temperature and precipitation. This is approximately the same 305 

assumption as made for open field (tier 1), so the open field scenarios can be considered representative 306 

in the first tier.  307 

This is not assumed for greenhouses and walk-in tunnels and the FOCUS scenarios for open field are 308 

considered not to be representative for these structures. Instead, separate scenarios have to be 309 

developed in the future. 310 

Mulching and direct plastic cover were excluded in the scientific Opinion (EFSA 2010) and are not 311 

included in this table. The environmental risk assessment for open fields can be applied. 312 

Table 3:   Summary of structures and proposed approaches for exposure assessment. 313 

Structure/System Groundwater Surface water Soil Air 

Low net shelter FOCUS all 9 
(1)

 FOCUS all 
(2)

 FOCUS 
(3)

 FOCUSAIR 
(4)

 

Low plastic shelter FOCUS all 9 FOCUS all FOCUS FOCUSAIR 

Low net tunnel FOCUS all 9 FOCUS all FOCUS FOCUSAIR 

Low plastic tunnel FOCUS all 9 FOCUS all FOCUS FOCUSAIR 

High net shelter FOCUS all 9 FOCUS all FOCUS FOCUSAIR 

High plastic shelter FOCUS all 9 FOCUS all FOCUS FOCUSAIR 

Shade house FOCUS all 9 FOCUS all FOCUS FOCUSAIR 

Closed building Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant FOCUSAIR 

Walk-in tunnel Example leaching 
scenario 
concerning a soil-
bound tomato crop 
in Italy 

(5)
 

FOCUS D 
(6)

 FOCUS FOCUSAIR 

 Greenhouse 

 

Scenarios to be developed for receptors soil, surface water and 

groundwater. Open field approach in the meantime. 

FOCUSAIR 
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(1): All 9 FOCUS (2000, 2009) groundwater scenarios: Châteaudun, Hamburg, Jokioinen, Kremsmünster, Okehampton, 314 
Piacenza, Porto, Sevilla and Thiva according to FOCUS groundwater scenarios in the EU review of active substances, 315 
Sanco/321/2000 rev.2 and other Sanco document 316 
(2): All FOCUS (2001) surface water scenarios at Step 3: D1 (Lanna), D2 (Brimstone), D3 (Vredepeel), D4 (Skousbo), D5 317 
(La Jailliere), D6 (Váyia, Thiva), R1 (Weiherbach), R2 (Valadares, Porto), R3 (Ozzano, Bologna) and R4 (Roujan) according 318 
to FOCUS Surface Water Scenarios in the EU Evaluation Process under 91/414/EEC, SANCO/4802/2001-rev.2 final (May 319 
2003). 320 
(3): PECsoil to be calculated according to Soil persistence models and EU registration, the final report of the work of the Soil 321 
Modelling Work group of FOCUS, 29.2.97. 322 
(4): PESTICIDES IN AIR: CONSIDERATIONS FOR EXPOSURE ASSSESSMENT, Report prepared by the FOCUS 323 
Working Group On Pesticides in Air (FOCUS Air Group) SANCO/10553/2006 Rev 2 June 2008 324 
(5): According to Appendix A 325 
(6): FOCUS drainage scenarios at step 3:  D1 (Lanna), D2 (Brimstone), D3 (Vredepeel), D4 (Skousbo), D5 (La Jailliere), D6 326 
(Váyia, Thiva) according to FOCUS Surface Water Scenarios in the EU Evaluation Process under 91/414/EEC, 327 
SANCO/4802/2001-rev.2 final (May 2003). 328 

3.2. Receptor soil 329 

For all structures that can be considered non-permanent, risk assessment for the soil compartment 330 

should be performed using the approaches for open field. The following assumptions are made for 331 

receptor soil:  332 

 net precipitation is assumed not to be changed / hardly influenced 333 

 precipitation pattern is not changed 334 

 wash-off from crop is not changed (at least not becoming larger) 335 

 temperature is on the average not lower than open field (where average temperature would be 336 

higher the open field can be considered conservative) 337 

 soil has not been changed (at least %OM is not lower)  338 

With regard to covered cropping systems, the PPR Panel made an earlier recommendation not to 339 

develop a separate risk assessment methodology for the receptor soil (EFSA 2010). If the estimation of 340 

exposure in soil, either inside or outside the covered cropping system, is subsequently required, as a 341 

first approximation risk assessment methodology for the open field could be applied, taking into 342 

account the boundary conditions of the covered cropping system. 343 

In the open structures the soil has not been changed or replaced in such way that open field scenarios 344 

cannot be considered representative. If soil has been amended with organic materials to enlarge soil 345 

organic matter content, this will lower  the pore water concentrations. Also for this situation the open 346 

field approach can be applied as it can be considered protective for open structures. 347 

For the soil compartment in permanent structures the relevance of a risk assessment for soil may be 348 

doubted, as in permanent systems the soils can hardly be considered similar to field soils. If an 349 

assessment for an outdoor application of a substance results in an acceptable risk there is no reason to 350 

assume any difference for the use in protected crops (EFSA 2010, PROTEA). If the intended use is for 351 

permanent structures only, the changes to the soil parameters and the soil organism community can be 352 

considered such that a risk assessment for soil organisms is not relevant. However for persistent 353 

substances (DegT90>1 year from Uniform principles (Regulation (EU no 546/2011)) an assessment as 354 

it was open field is required with regard to their residues, to account for possible change of destination 355 

of the soil within structure (eg if the soil is removed and used outside and/or the structure is removed), 356 

3.3. Receptor groundwater 357 

For all protection structures mentioned in table 2 except walk-in tunnels and greenhouses it is 358 

proposed to use current open field approaches for exposure of groundwater. Leaching to groundwater 359 
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of active substances depends amongst others on soil properties. Soil properties are considered to be not 360 

different for protection structures. For some other properties influencing risk and amount of leaching 361 

though soil a more detailed description for comparison is described below. 362 

The following assumptions are made for all open structures except greenhouses and walk-in tunnels: 363 

●  net precipitation is assumed not to be changed / hardly influenced 364 

●  precipitation pattern is not changed 365 

●  wash-off from crop is not changed (at least not becoming larger) 366 

●  temperature is on the average not lower than open field (where average temperature would be 367 

higher the open field can be considered conservative) 368 

●  drip irrigation is not covered, as is for open field (EFSA, 2012) 369 

●  soil has not been changed (at least %OM is not lower)  370 

Considering the receptor groundwater, the major factors, besides substance properties,  influencing the 371 

risk for leaching can be considered the amount of active ingredient reaching the soil (determined by 372 

interception mainly) and the climatic conditions. Looking at the protection structures (table 2) it can be 373 

concluded that the amount of active ingredient reaching the soil will be comparable to open field for 374 

high and low net shelters and shade houses. This conclusion is based on the fact that the application 375 

technique used for the application of the PPP is the same in greenhouses then in open field.   376 

In low plastic shelters and low net shelters application to the crop by spraying during coverage is not 377 

considered relevant. Application to soil or seed has zero interception, the same as for field applications 378 

to soil or seed. After the cover is removed the situation becomes identical to open field. If the cover is 379 

put back in place after application, it is assumed that the open field assessment is conservative. For 380 

these structures the changes in driving forces on leaching to ground water are assumed to have no 381 

significant effect on leaching, as compared to the open field under otherwise comparable conditions. If 382 

the covering on the structure is permeable or semi-permeable to rain, this will supplement any 383 

irrigation and thus the emission towards groundwater is certainly no less than the emission under 384 

open-field conditions. 385 

For low plastic tunnels and low net tunnels spray application of PPP during covering can be by a 386 

pulled spray boom system that is within the structure. In the current approach it is assumed that this 387 

system is comparable to field spray booms and the interception is the same.  388 

In high net tunnels and high plastic tunnels spray application of PPP to the crop can be comparable to 389 

spray application in open field. The interception values from the crop will also be comparable to open 390 

field.  391 

Leaching to groundwater in crops grown under cover will be influenced by the amount of water 392 

(rainfall and/or irrigation) reaching the soil after application of PPPs. 393 

Water supply to covered crops (low plastic tunnels, low plastic shelters, net shelters and shade houses 394 

(high net shelters) is usually not different from water supply to crops in the open field, i.e. via 395 

precipitation (EFSA 2012). So for these constructions, no effect of water supply on leaching is 396 

expected. If there is coverage after application, in some cases water may infiltrate at locations where 397 

PPPs were not applied. Open field approach is therefore considered conservative.  398 
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Especially for high and low net shelters, and net tunnels, the amount of rainfall reaching the soil can 399 

be considered to be not different from open field for the purposes of this guidance. Irrigation may be 400 

restricted to within the structure but will follow the same procedures as irrigation in open field. 401 

For low plastic shelters and –tunnels the amount of rain reaching the soil could be lower. Furthermore 402 

irrigation in low plastic shelters is not considered relevant as long as the cover is present.  Irrigation, in 403 

low plastic tunnels could be by drip irrigation. In that case soil leaching may be subject to so called 404 

“fingering”. Such uneven water supply, via drip irrigation or furrow irrigation, cannot be handled with 405 

models currently used in risk assessment. However, such watering systems are used not only in 406 

covered crops, but in open field as well. Leaching may be affected in both a positive (less leaching) 407 

and negative (more leaching) sense, depending on the way the PPP is applied. Comparing evenly 408 

distributed water supply and drip irrigation, leaching may be higher up to an order of magnitude 409 

(Leistra 1985). Currently no models (generally accepted for risk assessment purposes) are available 410 

covering for this phenomenon. As it may be expected that at a depth of 1 m (groundwater level in 411 

leaching models) the fingering process has smoothed, potential leaching can be described using open 412 

field approach. 413 

For walk-in tunnels and greenhouses, example scenarios are provided (see section 4.2). It is unknown 414 

whether these scenarios represent realistic worst case conditions. Notifiers may use these scenarios or 415 

construct their own scenario until representative scenarios have been developed and accepted. In both 416 

cases, the use of the scenario has to be justified with respect to the vulnerability to leaching.  417 

3.4. Receptor air 418 

For all protection structures mentioned in table 2 it is proposed to use the current approaches 419 

according to FOCUS Air (SANCO/10553/2006 Rev 2 June 2008).  420 

Using the experimental data and taking into account the potential uncertainties of volatilisation and 421 

vapour pressure (VP) measurements, the following conservative values are proposed by the FOCUS 422 

Air group to establish whether a substance has the potential to reach the air: 423 

VP ≥ 10-4 Pa (20°C) for volatilisation from soil and 424 

VP ≥ 10-5 Pa (20°C) for volatilisation from plants 425 

The FOCUS Air group also proposes that a long-range transport trigger of a DT50air in air of > 2 days 426 

be used to identify substances that require further evaluation for long-range transport. It is assumed 427 

that this trigger refers to transformation only. 428 

For plastic shelters, net shelters and shade houses the emissions to air of active ingredients from 429 

volatilisation and drift can be assumed to be comparable to open field based on the high ventilation 430 

rate.  For low plastic tunnels and low shelters the crop protection products will not often be applied 431 

when the cover is in place, hence the approach for open field can be used. If the cover is removed 432 

during application and replaced immediately after, the open field approach can be considered 433 

conservative for the covered crop application. 434 

For closed buildings, data on emissions to air is scarce. No general recommendation on emissions 435 

from warehouses is given in FOCUS Air as there is only one study on potential air contamination by 436 

contact insecticides during and after warehouse fogging. 437 

Emissions to air from greenhouse and walk-in tunnel covered crop systems do occur; even from 438 

relatively closed systems such as greenhouses (EFSA, 2012). The driving force is the necessary 439 

ventilation of the system and factors influencing the volatilisation, e.g. the factors influencing the 440 

Henry coefficient of the substance. Calculated emissions from greenhouses, both high-tech 441 

greenhouses in the central zone and multi-span greenhouses in the southern zone, indicate that the 442 
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levels might be as high as or higher than for the open field. However, no currently used models are 443 

available to cover these emissions and until developed, open field approach should be used. 444 

3.5. Receptor surface water 445 

For all structures except walk-in tunnels, closed buildings and greenhouses, the same approach as for 446 

open field should be used as the situation is similar to the open field. Small (resulting in lower 447 

emissions) to negligible effects are expected on emissions to air and drift for plastic shelters, net 448 

shelters and shade houses so current approaches for open field can be considered repersentative or 449 

conservative. Nets are known to have an effect on drift deposition on surface water, dependent on the 450 

mesh (although the mesh-size will often be such that the effect can be considered negligible). Drift 451 

deposition on surface water can also be lower for shade houses, depending on the structure of the side 452 

walls of the construction but probably this effect is small. Short-range atmospheric deposition to 453 

surface water is assumed to be not different from open field use. 454 

The following assumptions are made for all structures except closed buildings, greenhouses and walk-455 

in tunnels: 456 

 net precipitation is assumed not to be changed / hardly influenced 457 

 precipitation pattern is not changed 458 

 wash-off from crop is not changed (at least not becoming larger) 459 

 temperature is on the average not lower than open field (where average temperature would be 460 

higher the open field can be considered conservative) 461 

 drip irrigation is not covered, as is for open field (EFSA, 2012) 462 

 soil has not been changed (at least %OM is not lower)  463 

Additionally, with regard to spray-drift the following assumptions are made for all covered structures 464 

except closed buildings, greenhouses and walk-in tunnels:  465 

 the distance to the receptor surface water is not less, i.e. for respectively upward/sideways and 466 

downward spraying (which should be known from the application) there are no differences in 467 

the distance between the surface water and the last row of the crop 468 

 the wind speed during application is not higher 469 

 the boom height above canopy (downward spraying only) is at least not higher 470 

 the speed of machine during application is not worse with regard to drift 471 

 if applicable, the same drift reducing technology  and /or distance to the non-target object (eg 472 

surface water) as for the open field is assumed.  473 

For closed buildings, volatile substances might be transported to adjacent surface water bodies. 474 

Outdoor exposure after warehouse use depends on parameters that have not been quantified,  FOCUS 475 

Air (2008) gives no general recommendation on emissions from closed buildings and the previous 476 

Opinion of EFSA (2010) did not consider this situation. Currently insufficient information is available 477 

to address this issue properly. For practical purposes emissions to surface water are not assessed. 478 

For walk-in tunnels it is proposed that the drainage scenarios in FOCUS surface water step 3 are used. 479 

In the tunnels, emissions to surface water are expected from drift and drainage. Run-off is not 480 
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considered a major route as the structure will present overland flow. The three major characteristics of 481 

importance to discharge to surface water via run-off are temperature, slope and rainfall. As walk-in 482 

tunnels have higher temperature (which is best case) and are protected from rainfall, the main routes 483 

are expected to be drift and drainage. Drift in walk-in tunnels may be almost absent if the cover is 484 

continuous but may be comparable to drift emission from open field when holes are present, or the 485 

side walls are rolled-up (Beulke, 2011). See further chapter 4.2. 486 

For greenhouses, the relevant emission routes to surface water are drainage, condensation (and the 487 

following deposition onto surface water) and discharge of (recirculation) water. Emissions to air from 488 

greenhouses shortly after application can be reduced if ventilation is limited for some time. Drift 489 

emission from greenhouses is negligible when openings are closed during application. In soil-less 490 

cultivation the main driving factor with regard to emissions to surface water is the necessity to 491 

discharge deteriorated nutrient solution, for soil-bound crops it is the amount of supplied water. See 492 

further chapter 4.2. 493 

  494 
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4. Existing and proposed procedures and models 495 

4.1. Existing procedures and models 496 

In the current risk assessment for active substances in the EU process it has been common practice in 497 

the past to assume that the emissions to the environment from closed structures like greenhouses and 498 

walk-in tunnels can be considered negligible. In the last years it has become more and more common 499 

to assume a deposition value of 0.1 % of the dose rate as drift input to surface water. (Linders and 500 

Jager, 1997). For more open structures the exposure assessment in the peer review process has often 501 

been on a case by case basis. In case the technology of the structure was unclear from the proposed 502 

table of uses, risk assessment as for open field use was usually considered as a worst case. 503 

4.1.1. Receptor soil 504 

Estimates of PECsoil is made with simple models and calculations according to FOCUS (1997) using 505 

a step-wise approach. The guideline details methods for estimating initial and time-weighted average 506 

concentrations of pesticide concentrations in soil following single and/or multiple applications, as well 507 

as calculations of plateau concentrations.  508 

4.1.2. Receptor groundwater 509 

Estimating concentrations in groundwater is done according to FOCUS (2000, 2009) where nine 510 

groundwater scenarios have been defined, which are considered to be realistic worst-case and to 511 

collectively represent agriculture in the EU, for the purposes of a Tier 1 EU-level assessment of the 512 

leaching potential of active substances and their metabolites. The scenario definitions are lists of 513 

properties and characteristics which exist independently of the simulation models. These scenario 514 

definitions have also been used to produce sets of model input files. Input files corresponding to all 515 

nine scenarios have been developed for use with the simulation models PEARL, PELMO and PRZM, 516 

whilst input files for a single scenario as well as some national scenarios have also been developed for 517 

the model MACRO. The scenarios as defined do not mimic specific fields, nor should they be viewed 518 

as representative of the agriculture in the Member States where they are located. Instead the nine 519 

scenarios should be viewed as representing major agricultural areas in the EU. The nine scenarios are 520 

Châteaudun, Hamburg, Jokioinen, Kremsmünster, Okehampton, Piacenza, Porto, Sevilla and Thiva. 521 

4.1.3. Receptor air 522 

For estimating concentrations of pesticides in air, FOCUS (2008) is used. This document describes a 523 

short-range exposure assessment scheme which uses a vapour pressure trigger to identify substances 524 

of potential concern. The trigger is 10
-5

 Pa (at 20 ºC) if a substance is applied to plants and 10
-4 

Pa (at 525 

20 ºC) if the substance is applied to soil. Substances that exceed these triggers, and require drift 526 

mitigation in order to pass the terrestrial or aquatic risk assessment, need to have deposition following 527 

volatilisation quantified and added to deposition from spray drift. Quantification is firstly done by 528 

modelling, if safety cannot be demonstrated by this means then further experimental data are required. 529 

The guidance also recommends a trigger of a DT50 in air of 2 days to identify substances of potential 530 

concern for long-range transport. Substances having a longer DT50 are considered to require further 531 

evaluation to assess their potential impact on the environment. It is assumed that this trigger refers to 532 

transformation only. 533 

Medium-range transport is not included. No general models that are in common regulatory use for 534 

assessing the effects of medium and / or long-range transport exist. Also,  a specific protection goal for 535 

the receptor air is not defined. 536 

4.1.4. Receptor surface water 537 

Predicted concentrations in surface water are calculated according to FOCUS (2001). The procedure 538 

consists of four steps, whereby the first step represents a very simple approach using simple kinetics, 539 

and assuming a loading equivalent to a maximum annual application. The second step is the estimation 540 

of peak and time-weighted concentrations taking into account a sequence of loadings, and the third 541 
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step focuses on more detailed modelling taking into account realistic “worst case” amounts entering 542 

surface water via relevant routes (run-off, spray drift and drainage). The last (4
th
) step considers 543 

substance loadings as foreseen in Step 3, but it also takes into account the range of possible uses and 544 

measures to mitigate exposure. The uses are therefore related to the specific and realistic combinations 545 

of cropping, soil, weather, field topography and aquatic bodies adjacent to fields.  546 

The models chosen by FOCUS were MACRO for estimating the contribution of drainage, PRZM for 547 

the estimation of the contribution of runoff and TOXSWA for the estimation of the final PECs in 548 

surface waters. The models include ten scenarios, considered realistic worst-case on the basis of expert 549 

judgement. Collectively, these scenarios represent agriculture across Europe, for the purposes of Step 550 

1 to 3 assessments at the EU level. Six of the scenarios characterise inputs from drainage and spray 551 

drift (“D-scenarios) whilst four characterise inputs from runoff and spray drift (“R-scenarios”). The 552 

field sites chosen to represent each scenario are: 553 

D scenarios: 554 

D1 Lanna 555 

D2 Brimstone 556 

D3 Vredepeel 557 

D4 Skousbo 558 

D5 La Jailliere 559 

D6 Váyia, Thiva 560 

R scenarios: 561 

R1 Weiherbach 562 

R2 Valadares, Porto 563 

R3 Ozzano, Bologna 564 

R4 Roujan 565 

 566 

 567 

4.2. Proposed procedures and models 568 

Current scenarios for open field applications may be too conservative for walk-in tunnels and 569 

greenhouses with respect to risk assessment for soil and especially groundwater and surface water. 570 

4.2.1. Receptor soil  571 

For closed buildings (if relevant) and greenhouses, the (top) soil may have been altered such that open 572 

field procedures may not be appropriate. For these situations, it is proposed that PPP soil 573 

concentrations are assessed in view of a change of function of the soil at the location. In want of 574 

appropriate assessment methodology, the procedure as proposed by Van der Linden et al. (2008) is 575 

proposed for persistent PPP. 576 
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4.2.2. Receptor groundwater 577 

Current risk assessment procedures for the receptor groundwater may be too eonservative for Walk-in 578 

tunnels and greenhouses, while they are not applicable to closed buildings. It is therefore proposed not 579 

to assess impacts on groundwater for closed buildings and to assess impact on groundwater for Walk-580 

in tunnels and Greenhouses using specific scenarios (see further chapter 5). 581 

4.2.3. Receptor air 582 

It is proposed to use open field methodology for assessing the impact on air for all applications. This 583 

means that, for walk-in tunnels and greenhouses, deposition on surface water and long range transport 584 

via air is assessed. 585 

4.2.4. Receptor surface water 586 

Current scenarios for surface water may be too conservative for walk-in tunnels and greenhouses, 587 

while other regulation may exist for closed buildings. It is proposed to assess applications in walk-in 588 

tunnels and greenhouses according to the procedures proposed in chapter 5 for these covered crop 589 

situations.  590 

 591 

 592 

  593 
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5. Assessments for Walk-in tunnels and greenhouses 594 

5.1. Receptor air  595 

See previous chapter 4.1.3, not different from open field. 596 

5.2. Receptor soil  597 

See previous chapter, open field for walk-in tunnel, not relevant for GH except for persistent 598 

substances (DegT90>1 year, see Uniform principles (Regulation (EU no 546/2011)) in view of 599 

potential change of function of the location where the GH is situated, with assessment for example 600 

following the methodology as described in Van der Linden et al. (2008).  EFSA is working on a 601 

Guidance Document on assessments for soil which may have impact on current procedures, for open 602 

fields and covered crops as well. 603 

5.3. Receptors groundwater and surface water 604 

FOCUS (2000, 2001, 2009) provides scenarios for groundwater and surface water environmental risk 605 

assessment for applications of PPPs to open field crops. Such representative and generally accepted 606 

scenarios are not yet available for greenhouses and walk-in tunnels. This section describes what 607 

information is required to construct scenarios for these growing systems and associated appendices 608 

give typical examples of such scenarios. It should be noted however that their representativeness is not 609 

known and therefore should be regarded as examples only. 610 

 611 

The example scenarios are: 612 

1. A leaching scenario for a soil bound tomato crop at a location in Italy 613 

2. A drainage scenario relevant for surface water for a soil bound chrysanthemum crop at a 614 

location in the Netherlands 615 

3. A soilless cultivation scenario for a rose crop (cut flower) at a location in the Netherlands with 616 

discharge to surface water. 617 

The example scenarios are described in detail in the appendices. This section gives a summary 618 

description and highlights the main information that is required for constructing scenarios. 619 

 620 

Soil-bound crops, leaching and drainage scenarios 621 

The models generally used to calculate leaching and drainage from open field cultivation can equally 622 

well be used to calculate leaching and drainage from walk-in tunnels and greenhouses if appropriate 623 

scenarios are available. As stated above, representative and generally accepted scenarios for risk 624 

assessment are lacking for soil-bound greenhouse crops, so for the time being, scenarios have to be 625 

constructed and their parameterisation justified. 626 

 627 

A scenario requires specification of crop and soil parameters as well as soil management information 628 

and (in-system) climatic conditions. The following text gives a short summary of the required 629 

information; further information and examples are given in Appendices A and B. The reader is 630 

referred to FOCUS (2000, 2001, 2009) for full descriptions. Relevant emission routes are leaching (for 631 

the receptor groundwater) and drainage and occasionally condensation discharge (for the receptor 632 

surface water). In addition, drift can be taken into account for walk-in tunnels (see also Beulke et al, 633 

2011) and section 4.2. In general, run-off will not occur due to the construction preventing overland 634 

flow of water. 635 
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Crop information consists of: 636 

 Crop stage as a function of time, at least dates of emergence (or transplanting date), maximum 637 

LAI, senescence (canopy closure) and harvest (crop removal) should be known. 638 

 The rooting depth and crop height, the value of maximum LAI. 639 

 Typical values of the crop water withdrawal function (besides others for example the wilting 640 

point, see for details page 201 of Appendix E of FOCUS 2000). 641 

Soil information consists of: 642 

 Soil texture 643 

 Soil bulk density 644 

 Soil organic matter or soil organic carbon 645 

 Soil pH 646 

 Soil hydraulic properties 647 

 648 

of all layers (or horizons) of the soil profile. 649 

 650 

Soil management information includes the date(s) of soil tillage and the depth(s) to which the soil is 651 

tilled. 652 

The weather information should include at least the temperature (°C) inside the greenhouse and the 653 

amounts of irrigation (mm water layer) in course of time, on an hourly or daily basis. Information on 654 

radiation, humidity, wind speed and potential evapotranspiration should be available dependent on 655 

calculation options and/or might be used to derive the necessary information for the calculations using 656 

external models. 657 

In principle, all necessary substance parameters are available from the dossier. Sometimes, default 658 

values may be used if substance specific information is not available, e.g. the plant uptake factor. The 659 

substance information includes molar mass, solubility in water, saturated vapour pressure, sorption 660 

constant and transformation constants in soil and water. Also from the dossier is the substance 661 

application scheme (including the amount(s) and the time(s) of application or the growth stage(s) of 662 

the crop at which the substance is applied). It may be necessary to translate growth stage(s) into 663 

calendar information. Relevant EU guidance should be consulted on use in exposure assessment of the 664 

above mentioned default values, application scheme information and growth stage/calendar 665 

information. 666 

Appendix A gives an example of a leaching scenario concerning a soil-bound tomato crop in a 667 

greenhouse in Italy. Appendix B gives a drainage scenario concerning a chrysanthemum crop in a 668 

greenhouse in the Netherlands.  669 

 670 

soilless crops 671 

The currently available model for calculating emissions from soilless cultivations (GEM) actually is a 672 

combination of a model for calculating the water demand of, and water supply to, the crop (the model 673 

WATERSTREAMS, Voogt et al. 2012) and a model for calculating fate and behaviour of substances 674 

in the system and discharge (emission) from the system to surface water. The discharge can be input to 675 

a surface water simulation model in order to calculate exposure concentrations in the surface water. A 676 

software package containing GEM and TOXSWA has been established but not released yet. 677 

 678 
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Figure 8 gives a schematic representation of a soilless crop system and the water and substance flows 679 

in the system. 680 

 681 
Figure 8: Schematic overview of a soilless growing system. Source: Voogt et al. (2012). 682 
 683 

The WATERSTREAMS model calculates the crop water demand based on climatic conditions outside 684 

the greenhouse and greenhouse management parameters like greenhouse temperature and humidity. 685 

Water is taken from a rainwater storage basin or alternative water source and pumped around in excess 686 

of the crop water requirement. In recirculation systems, the excess water is returned to the fertigation 687 

unit and mixed with fresh water unless there is a need for discharge. In non-recirculating systems, the 688 

excess water is discharged directly. Besides flows of water, the model takes account of nutrients and 689 

salts in the system reservoirs. GEM accounts for PPP present in the system and calculates 690 

concentrations in various reservoirs and degradation and uptake of PPP. PPP may enter the system via 691 

addition to the recirculating water or via application the crop by e.g. spraying, fogging or fumigation. 692 

In the latter situation, the PPP may enter the system after partitioning into condensation water, which 693 

is collected and added to the recirculating water. 694 

PPPs may leave the system via air exchange, leakage, filter rinsing and discharge. Under recirculating 695 

conditions, ions not taken up by the crop may accumulate. The speed of accumulation is dependent on 696 

the concentrations of these ions in the water sources and fertilisers and the uptake. If concentration 697 

levels exceed tolerance levels, part of the recirculating is discharged and replenished with fresh water. 698 

In WATERSTREAMS discharge is governed by the sodium level of the system. Other management 699 

decisions may add to the discharge. 700 

 701 

For the development of a scenario, WATERSTREAMS needs the following major information (see 702 

Voogt et al. 2012 for details). 703 

 Weather conditions of the area (daily or hourly values), see example. 704 

 The size of the rainwater storage basin. 705 

 The sodium concentration in the various water sources, for example rain water near the coast 706 

0.5 mmol/l, reverse osmosis water 0.1 mmol/l, tap water 1.8 mmol/l. It is assumed that 707 

rainwater is preferentially used and that other sources are used only when the rainwater basin 708 

is empty. 709 

 The sodium concentration in the fertilisers. 710 
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 Crop and its growth parameters, including the maximum sodium concentration tolerated by 711 

the crop. 712 

 Indoor climatic set points like minimum temperature. 713 

 The drainage fractions, i.e. the amount of water in excess of the crop requirement. 714 

 Management information on the filter system and how that is handled. 715 

 Any other information on crop management, for example periods of operating without 716 

recirculation. 717 

 718 

In order to calculate fate and behaviour of a PPP in the system, the following information needs to be 719 

available from the dossier or otherwise, for parent and metabolites: 720 

 Physic-chemical parameters like molar mass, water solubility, saturated vapour pressure and 721 

the octanol water partition coefficient. The latter is necessary to calculate the plant uptake of 722 

the substance (Briggs‟s method). 723 

 The sorption constant Koc or Kom, in case of dissociating (weak acidic) substances also pKa 724 

and the sorption constants for the acid as well as the conjugated base. This information is 725 

necessary only in case the substance is applied to pot plants. 726 

 The degradation constant in water or nutrient solution. In addition, degradation constants 727 

applicable to the water treatment unit can be used by the model. When available, substance 728 

specific values of the Arrhenius activation energy (or Q10 value) can be taken into account. 729 

 730 

For pot plant systems, the relative area of the pots has to be provided in case of a spraying (or 731 

equivalent) application. 732 

Finally, of course, the application scheme, the application amounts and the application method has to 733 

be known. Together with the growth system, the application method defines which model options 734 

apply. Application to the nutrient solution and spraying require different options, because different 735 

routes of substance flows are taken into account. A third option is available for a spray application to 736 

pot plants in ebb/flow systems. 737 

The TOXSWA model may be used to calculate exposure concentrations in surface water. A special 738 

version is needed because discharge from a greenhouse has to be regarded a point source rather than a 739 

diffuse source. Required information to run the TOXSWA model is the same as the information 740 

required for running the open field applications with the TOXSWA model (see FOCUS 2001).  741 

Appendix C gives typical input and set-points for a rose crop in a glasshouse. Total volumes (average 742 

yearly values of water supply, discharge, etc are given as well.  743 

 744 

  745 
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 746 

 747 

EFSA was asked by the Commission  to prepare a Guidance of EFSA on clustering and ranking of 748 

emissions of PPPs and transformation products of these active substances from protected crops 749 

(greenhouses and crops grown under cover) to relevant environmental compartments. This EFSA 750 

Guidance Document provides guidance for users on how to assess these emissions when performing 751 

risk assessments according to Regulation EC no 1107/2009 of the European Parliament and the 752 

Council. In this Guidance Document risk assessment methodology is assigned to all covered crop 753 

structures except greenhouse and walk in tunnels for which only examples are given.  754 

It is recommended to develop representative exposure scenarios for greenhouses and walk-in tunnels 755 

with regard to groundwater and surface water. It is also recommended to develop further guidance to 756 

estimate environmental exposure from protected crops to microbial PPPs. The same is valid for other 757 

environmental exposure assessment tools (aquatic and terrestrial), i.e. for open field applications.  758 

  759 
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GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS 824 

2D two dimensional 

cdf cumulative (probability) density function 

drift small droplets that settle readily on surfaces (e.g. soil and surface water) 

EC  European Community  

EEC  European Economic Community  

EFSA  European Food Safety Authority  

emission  technical term signifying the transfer of a substance over a boundary  

ERA  Environmental Risk Assessment  

EU  European Union  

FOCUS  FOrum for the Co-ordination of pesticide fate models and their USe  

GIS Geographical Information System 

GPFM Greenhouse Pesticide Fate Mode 

GW groundwater 

MACRO leaching model, specifically developed for addressing macroporous water flow in 

soils 

metabolite See transformation product 

MS member state of the European community 

OC Organic carbon 

OM Organic matter 

PEARL Pesticide Emission At Regional and Local Scale. Model for calculating fate and 

behaviour of substances in soil 

PEC  Predicted Environmental Concentration  

PECair  PEC in air  

PECsoil  PEC in soil  

PECsw  PEC in surface water 

PELMO PEsticide Leaching MOdel. Model for calculating fate and behaviour of 

substances in the soil 

PPP  plant protection product  

PPR  Panel on Plant Protection Products and their Residues  

protection The word „protection‟ is often used to refer to physical barriers (i.e. plastic, glass 

or netting) or to refer to chemical / biological products that are applied to the crop 

(e.g. pesticides or plant growth regulators). Since this term could be ambiguous, 

we have chosen to use the term „PPPs‟ to refer to products (Plant Protection 

Products). When the word „protection‟ or „protected‟ appears, it refers to the 

physical barriers. 

PRZM Pesticide Root Zone Model. Model for calculating fate and behaviour of 

substances in the unsaturated zone of the soil 

receptor  For the purpose of this opinion, a receptor is an environmental compartment 

receiving emissions, such as surface water, air, soil and groundwater.  

SE  South East  

solids  For the purpose of this opinion, solids are defined as solid materials such as 

plastic covers, plant residues, soil and substrate that can be removed from the 

protected structure.  

substrate any material, not in connection with subsoil, used for growing plants on 

SWAP Soil Water Atmosphere Plant model. Model for calculating water and heath 

transport in soil. 

TOXSWA TOXic substances in Surface WAters. Model for calculating fate and behaviour of 

substances in water courses 

Transforma-

tion product  

For the purpose of this Guidance Document a transformation product means any 

metabolite or a degradation product of an active substance, safener or synergist 

formed either in organisms or in the environment in agreement with Regulation 
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(EC) 1107/2009 

WG  Working Group  

 825 

  826 
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APPENDICES  827 

APPENDIX A: EXAMPLE LEACHING SCENARIO CONCERNING A SOIL-BOUND TOMATO CROP IN 828 

ITALY 829 

The scenario in this Appendix gives an example scenario for leaching to groundwater. The 830 

representativeness of the scenario has not been established. It is unknown how data rank in the 831 

cumulative distributions of soil and climatic data, not in Italy nor in the rest of Europe. In order to 832 

establish a representative scenario, a proper selection has to be performed (EFSA 2012). 833 

 834 

The following sections describe necessary parameters to construct the scenario. 835 

 836 

The crop for this scenario is tomatoes. Although sometimes two tomato crops may be grown in one 837 

year in greenhouses, parameterisation in the example scenario is for a single crop. Tables A 1 and A 2 838 

give the crop parameters. Table A 3 and A 4 give the soil parameters. For this scenario, soil 839 

parameters have been taken from the FOCUS Piacenza leaching scenario (FOCUS 2009). Table A 5 840 

gives a summary overview of climatic conditions in the greenhouse, while Table A 6 gives the first 841 

few records of the detailed climate file. (Detailed files for the various models will be made available 842 

when the guidance is finalised and made publicly available). 843 

 844 

From figures A 1 - 4 it is clear that the daily average temperature inside the greenhouse is mostly 845 

slightly higher than the outside temperature during the summer period, but considerably higher in 846 

spring and autumn. These later differences are due to the heating on the systems in those periods of the 847 

year. In contrast, the daily global radiation is almost always slightly to substantially lower than 848 

outside. 849 
 850 
Table A 1: Crop parameters of the Italian greenhouse scenario 851 

crop growth stage
# 

max LAI root depth
$ 

  planting
 

scenescense harvest (m
2
 m

-2
)

$ 
(dd/mm)

# 
(m) 

  (dd/mm) (dd/mm) (dd/mm)    

tomatoes  18/03 22/07 22/08 6.0 20/06 1.0 
@ day of transplanting from seedbed 852 
# Data provided by A Pardossi, University of PISA 853 
$ Data from FOCUS (2009) 854 
 855 

Table A 2:  Crop Kc-factors of the Italian greenhouse scenario 856 

crop Kc factor as a function of cropping periods (expressed in dd/mm-dd/mm) 

 
harvest to emergence

# emergence to 

maximum LAI 

maximum LAI to 

senescence 
senescence to harvest 

 period Kc
$ 

period Kc
$
 period Kc

$
 period Kc

$
 

tomatoes 
25/12-17/03 

1.00 
18/03-19/06 

1.05 
20/06-21/07 

1.10 
22/07-22/08 

0.85 
    

# transplantation from seedbed 857 
$ After FOCUS (2009) 858 
 859 
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 860 

Table A 3: Soil parameter of the Italian greenhouse scenario (after FOCUS 2009) 861 
horizon depth classification pH pH texture om oc dry bulk 

density 

depth 

factor 

 (cm)  (H2O)
@

 (KCl)
#
 (%) (%) (%) (g cm

-3
) (-) 

     <2 µm 2-50 µm >50 µm     

Ap 0-30 loam 7.0 6.4 15 45 40 2.17 1.26 1.3 1.0 

Ap 30-40 loam 7.0 6.4 15 45 40 2.17 1.26 1.3 0.5 

Bw 40-60 silt loam 6.3 5.6 7 53 40 0.80 0.47 1.35 0.5 

Bw 60-80 silt loam 6.3 5.6 7 53 40 0.80 0.47 1.35 0.3 

2C 80-100 sand 6.4 5.7 0 0 100 0 0 1.45 0.3 

2C 100-170 sand 6.4 5.7 0 0 100 0 0 1.45 0.0 
@ Measured at a soil solution ratio of 1:2.5 862 
# These values are estimated for the measured water values according to Boesten et al. (2012) 863 
The depth factor indicates the relative transformation rate in the soil layer. 864 
The depth of the groundwater is 1.5 m (range 1.3–0.7 m) 865 
 866 

 867 

Table A 4: Soil hydraulic properties of the Italian greenhouse leaching scenario (after FOCUS 2009) 868 

Depth θs θr α n m water content Ksat λ AW
@ 

      10 kPa 
1600 

kPa 
 

  

(cm) (m
3
 m

-3
) (m

3
 m

-3
) (m

-1
) (-) (-) (m

3
 m

-3
) (m

3
 m

-3
) m s

-1
 *10

-6 
(-) (mm) 

0-30 0.4622 0.0100 3.13 1.238 0.1993 0.341 0.113 4.269 -2.037 68.4 

30-40 0.4622 0.0100 3.13 1.238 0.1993 0.341 0.113 4.269 -2.037 22.8 

40-60 0.4543 0.0100 2.31 1.3531 0.261 0.317 0.065 6.138 0.109 50.4 

60-80 0.4543 0.0100 2.31 1.3531 0.261 0.317 0.065 6.138 0.109 50.4 

80-100 0.31 0.0150 2.812 1.6060 0.3773 0.163 0.022 28.330 0.500 28.2 

100-170 0.31 0.0150 2.812 1.6060 0.3773 0.163 0.022 28.330 0.500  
@ Plant available water in the soil layer 869 
Plant available water in top meter is 220.2 mm. 870 
 871 

 872 

 873 
 874 
Figure A 1: Average daily temperature at Pistoia (Italy). T temperature outside greenhouse, T.GH temperature 875 
inside greenhouse 876 
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 877 
 878 
Figure A 2: Daily global radiation at Pistoia (Italy). R radiation outside greenhouse, R.GH radiation inside 879 
greenhouse 880 
 881 

 882 

 883 
 884 
Figure A 3: Difference in temperature (temperature in greenhouse – temperature outside) 885 
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 886 
 887 
Figure A 4: Difference in radiation (radiation outside – radiation in greenhouse) 888 
 889 

 890 

 891 
 892 
Figure A 5: Daily evapotranspiration and water irrigation in the Italian tomato scenario. Irrigation takes place 893 
after the total water deficit has exceeded the value of 20 mm (management decision) 894 
 895 
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Table A 5: Monthly average weather data of the Italian tomato greenhouse scenario 897 

month Avg radition 

(MJ/m2) 

Avg temperature 

(°C) 

Avg ET (mm) Irrig 

sum 

(mm) 

drainage 

sum (mm) 

4 7.8 18.8 1.46 25 3.8 

5 10.4 20.8 3.70 128 19.6 

6 9.6 23.7 4.82 184 28.1 

7 7.8 27.9 5.4 184 28.1 

8 7.6 24.9 4.13 154 23.5 

9 7.8 24.6 4.18 53 8.1 

 898 

Table A 6 gives the first few lines of the necessary meteofile (example of PEARL meteofile) to run the 899 

calculations.  900 

 901 

Table A 6: Partial example of meteofile of Italian GH tomato scenario (in this case on daily basis)  902 

Date 

Indoor 

radiation 

(MJ/m2) 

Indoor air 

temperature 

(°C) 

Crop 

evapotrans

piration 

(ET; mm) 

Daily soil 

water deficit 

(WD; mm) 

Cumulated 

WD (mm) 

Irrigation 

(I; mm) 
Drainage 

(D; mm) 

29-03-06 8.55 18.43 0.17 0.17 0.17 
  

10-04-06 2.84 17.28 0.20 0.20 0.37 
  

11-04-06 8.66 16.94 0.47 0.47 0.83 
  

12-04-06 7.55 16.16 0.95 0.95 1.78 
  

13-04-06 10.33 17.42 1.10 1.10 2.88 
  

14-04-06 10.58 18.47 1.15 1.15 4.03 
  

15-04-06 7.22 18.34 0.83 0.83 4.86 
  

16-04-06 4.74 18.25 0.70 0.70 5.56 
  

17-04-06 9.33 18.95 1.11 1.11 6.67 
  

18-04-06 3.72 18.03 0.45 0.45 7.12 
  

19-04-06 10.36 19.90 1.17 1.17 8.30 
  

20-04-06 8.58 19.12 1.36 1.36 9.65 
  

21-04-06 6.38 18.65 1.49 1.49 11.14 
  

22-04-06 10.93 20.02 2.24 2.24 13.38 
  

23-04-06 10.86 20.03 2.45 2.45 15.83 
  

24-04-06 10.26 20.26 2.22 2.22 18.05 
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25-04-06 9.39 20.87 2.87 2.87 20.92 
  

26-04-06 6.20 19.84 2.10 2.10 2.10 24.69 3.77 

 903 

Station DD MM YYYY RAD Tmin Tmax HUM
#
 WIND

#
 RAIN ETref 

ex_I 12 4 1901 2207 22.60 22.60 -99.00 -99 

  ex_I 13 4 1901 2891 20.73 20.73 -99.00 -99 

  ex_I 14 4 1901 661 17.02 17.02 -99.00 -99 

  ex_I 15 4 1901 1241 16.73 16.73 -99.00 -99 

  ex_I 16 4 1901 2490 18.62 18.62 -99.00 -99 

  ex_I 17 4 1901 3081 20.51 20.51 -99.00 -99 

  ex_I 18 4 1901 3093 20.92 20.92 -99.00 -99 

  ex_I 19 4 1901 3080 19.56 19.56 -99.00 -99 

  ex_I 20 4 1901 3157 20.74 20.74 -99.00 -99 

  ex_I 21 4 1901 3086 21.50 21.50 -99.00 -99 

  ex_I 22 4 1901 2599 21.75 21.75 -99.00 -99 

  # Humidity and wind speed are not available in this file; these parameters are necessary dependent on options of the SWAP 905 
model 906 
  907 
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APPENDIX B: EXAMPLE DRAINAGE SCENARIO CONCERNING A SOIL-BOUND 908 

CHRYSANTHEMUM CROP IN A HIGH TECH GREENHOUSE IN THE NETHERLANDS 909 

The crop for this scenario is chrysanthemum, up till now almost always a soil bound cultivation. In a 910 

greenhouse, chrysanthemum is grown more or less continuously, i.e. beds of chrysanthemum of 911 

different age are lying next to each other. On the same spot, approximately five crops can be grown in 912 

one year. In such a greenhouse, crop protection (application of fungicides and/or insecticides) will be 913 

on plants of different age as, in general, a full compartment of a greenhouse has to be treated. This is 914 

reflected in assuming average plant characteristics all year round. Table B 1 and B 2 give the crop 915 

parameters.  916 

 917 

Table B 1: Crop parameters of the Dutch chrysanthemum greenhouse scenario 918 

crop growth stage max LAI 
root 

depth 

 planting emergence scenescense harvest (m
2
 m

-2
) (dd/mm) (m) 

 (dd/mm) (dd/mm) (dd/mm) (dd/mm)    

chrysanthemum 
not relevant in chosen parameterisation, averaged 

over year 
12.0 

 
0.3 

 919 

 920 

Table B 2: Crop Kc-factors of the Dutch chrysanthemum greenhouse scenario 921 

crop Kc factor as a function of cropping periods (expressed in dd/mm-dd/mm) 

 
harvest to emergence

 emergence to 

maximum LAI 

maximum LAI to 

senescence 

senescence to 

harvest 

 periodKc period 

Kc 

period 

Kc 

period 

Kc 

chrysanthemum 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

 922 

Table B 3 and B 4 give the soil parameters. From the given parameters, it is clear that the top 25 cm of 923 

the soil profile differs substantially from the deeper layers. The deeper layers represent the original 924 

soil at the site, while the top layer is changed / replaced such that it is optimal for the growth and the 925 

handling of the crop. Soil management practices are such that these conditions are maintained. 926 

 927 

 928 

Table B 3: Soil parameter of the Dutch chrysanthemum greenhouse scenario 929 
horizon depth classification pH pH texture om oc dry bulk 

density 

depth 

factor 

 (cm)  (H2O)
@

 (KCl)
#
 (%) (%) (%) (g cm

-3
) (-) 

     <2 µm 2-50 µm >50 µm     

Ap 0-25 sandy clay loam -99 -99 22.5 0 77.5 13.7 7.95 0.893 1.0 
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B 25-30 clay -99 -99 63.5 0 36.5 1.5 0.87 1.462 0.5 

B 30-60 clay -99 -99 63.5 0 36.5 1.5 0.87 1.462 0.5 

B 60-100 clay -99 -99 63.5 0 36.5 1.5 0.87 1.462 0.3 

C 100-200 clay -99 -99 63.5 0 36.5 1.5 0.87 1.462 0.0 

The depth of the groundwater is 0.8 m (artificial drains) 930 

 931 

 932 

Table B 4: Soil hydraulic properties of the Dutch chrysanthemum greenhouse scenario 933 

Depth θs θr α n m water content Ksat λ 

      10 kPa 1600 kPa 
 

 

(cm) (m
3
 m

-3
) (m

3
 m

-3
) (m

-1
) (-) (-) (m

3
 m

-3
) (m

3
 m

-3
) m s

-1
 *10

-6 
(-) 

0-25 0.53 0.0100 0.0242 1.280 0.219 
 

0.427 0.2 9.407 -1.476 

25-30 0.57 0.0 0.0194 1.089 0.0817 0.53 0.386 4.269 -5.955 

30-60 0.57 0.0 0.0194 1.089 0.0817 0.53 0.386 4.269 -5.955 

60-100 0.57 0.0 0.0194 1.089 0.0817 0.53 0.386 4.269 -5.955 

100-200 0.57 0.0 0.0194 1.089 0.0817 0.53 0.386 4.269 -5.955 

 934 

Table  B 5 gives an overview of climatic conditions in the greenhouse. Daily temperature data of this 935 

scenario are shown in Figure B 1. From the figure it is clear that temperature is controlled by heating 936 

during winter time. Table x6 Crop parameters of the Dutch chrysanthemum greenhouse scenario. 937 

 938 

 939 

Table B 5:  Monthly average weather data of the Dutch chrysanthemum greenhouse scenario (period 940 

1980 – 2000) 941 

Month Temperature Rain evap.trans radiation wind speed humidity 

 °C mm/d mm/d kJ/m2 m/s kPa 

Jan 18.8 1.6 1.1 8200.5 0.7 2.1 

Feb 18.9 1.9 1.4 8336.6 0.8 1.4 

Mar 20.1 2.6 1.9 12234.8 1.2 1.4 

Apr 20.5 3.5 2.5 14059.1 1.6 1.4 

May 25.0 4.2 2.8 20001.9 2.3 1.3 

Jun 25.7 4.3 2.8 19815.4 2.8 1.6 

Jul 30.2 3.7 2.7 23452.0 3.1 1.6 

Aug 26.6 3.8 2.5 18743.0 3.2 1.5 

Sep 22.4 2.8 2.0 17372.0 2.5 1.8 

Oct 19.6 1.9 1.5 11430.5 2.0 1.8 

Nov 18.8 1.6 1.1 10346.6 1.1 1.6 

Dec 18.7 1.5 1.0 8937.1 1.0 1.4 

year 22.1 2.8 1.9 14446.0 1.9 1.6 

 942 
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 943 
 944 
Figure B 1:  A typical temperature (°C) sequence during a year for the greenhouse chrysanthemum crop in the 945 
Netherlands 946 
  947 
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APPENDIX C: EXAMPLE OF A SOILLESS ROSE SCENARIO IN A HIGH TECH GREENHOUSE IN 948 

THE NETHERLANDS 949 

The crop for this scenario is rose, as a cut flower, grown in a soilless system. The crop is grown for 950 

several years, but only the sequence of one year is given. In such a growing system, crop protection 951 

(application of fungicides and/or insecticides) can be by treatment of the shoots (spraying, fogging or 952 

fumigation) or application to the recirculating nutrient solution (either to treat the roots or to apply 953 

systemic substances). The Waterstreams model calculates water fluxes to and from the plants based on 954 

management set points, the size of the rainwater collection basin and the secondary (and tertiary) 955 

water sources and the salt (sodium) contents of these water sources (see Tables C 1). The drainage 956 

fraction indicates the excess water supply to the plants; this water is recirculated unless discharged. 957 

Table C 2 gives long term average amounts of water amounts, characteristic of the systems. In this 958 

particular case, it is not necessary to discharge because of the abundance of water of good quality 959 

(secondary source is reverse osmosis water). In this case filter rinsing water is the only potential 960 

source of emission of PPP to surface water. Table C 3 gives the initial lines of the output of the 961 

Waterstreams model / input of the GEM model to calculate the fate of the PPP in the system and the 962 

discharge to surface water. The discharge, both water and substances (PPP and, if applicable, 963 

metabolites) can be used as input to the TOXSWA model. 964 

Table C 1: Characteristics and management settings of the soilless growing system and sodium 965 

contents of the water sources 966 

Characteristics of system

crop

heating high min temp 20 °C

light 12000 lux/m2

rainwater basin 1500 m3/ha

drain fraction 0.5 -

number type [Na] (mmol/l)

1 rainwater 0.1

2 osmosis water 0.1

3 tapwater 1.5

rose

water sources

 967 
 968 

 969 

Table C 2: Long term average amounts of water in the soilless rose growing system 970 

waterstream m3/ha

rain 8671.6

water supply to crop 19188

crop uptake 9978

drainwater 9978

condensation 1626

discharge 0

filter rinsing 217

leakage 299

basin water 7463

osmosis water 1398

tap water 7  971 
 972 
 973 
 974 
 975 
 976 
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 977 
Table C 3: Partial file of daily water flows (m

3
) in the system. Condensation is reused 978 

date water supply crop uptake condensation discharge

1-1 29.35 14.67 8.25 0.00

2-1 28.72 14.36 8.08 0.00

3-1 28.40 14.20 7.99 0.00

4-1 27.50 13.75 7.71 0.00

5-1 29.48 14.74 8.26 0.00

6-1 30.16 15.08 8.46 0.00

7-1 30.38 15.19 8.52 0.00

8-1 26.48 13.24 7.42 0.00

9-1 27.62 13.81 7.74 0.00

10-1 27.70 13.85 7.76 0.00  979 
 980 
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